
Filet Heart Purse

Carolyn Sawyer

Simple purse with a heart motif in filet crochet
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Supplies

• 1 G (4.0 mm) crochet hook

• 1 H (5.0 mm) crochet hook, optional

• Roughly 120 yards of worsted-weight yarn; I used one full skein of Village Yarn Craft
Cotton in “blueberry”

Techniques and difficulty

This pattern uses chain (ch), slip stitch, skip (sk), half double crochet (hdc), and double
crochet (dc) stitches. The purse is constructed “flat”, in the sense that every row turns
rather than spiraling, but seamed as you go by slip-stitching into the first stitch of the row.
There is a filet chart at the end of this document.

See my blog at http://seesawyer.wordpress.com/2014/07/28/pattern-filet-heart-purse/
for discussion and more photos.

Instructions

1. Chain 26; use your H hook if you have one or chain loosely on the G hook.

2. Ch 2, turn and hdc in 3rd ch from the hook; hdc back, for a total of 27 hdc including
the ch2 at the start of the row. This row of hdc is the bottom of the purse.

3. First round:

• Slip stitch in post of the hdc just made.

• Ch 2, hdc in the unused side of each of the 26 chains you cast on and in the base
of the ch2 at the end of the row.

• Make 2 hdc in the ch2 at the end of the row.

• Hdc in the front loop only of each of the hdc of the bottom of the purse. If you
find this confusing, just hdc in each hdc any way you know how; using the front
loop only just makes the side of the purse form a sharp corner with the bottom.

• Hdc in the slip stitch made at the beginning of this row. Slip stitch into the ch2
at the beginning of this row.

• This row is the first round of the purse and should contain 58 hdc including the
starting ch2. If your stitch count is off, just fudge it however you need to—it
doesn’t matter how you get to 58 stitches as long as you do.

4. Second round: turn the work and slip stitch in the last hdc made. Chain 2. Hdc in
each hdc around. Hdc in the mess of chain tops and slip stitches at the end of the
round for a total of 58 stitches incuding the chain 2 as a stitch. Slip stitch into the ch2
at the beginning of this round.

5. Third round: repeat the previous step.

6. Begin the filet crochet: turn the work and slip stitch into the last hdc made. Chain 3.
Dc in next hdc. (Chain one, skip one hdc and dc in next hdc) 13 times, creating 13
open spaces in the filet. Dc 3 in next three hdc. (Chain one, skip next hdc and dc in
next hdc) 13 times, creating 13 more open spaces and bringing you close to the end of
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the row. Dc in the mess of chain tops and slip stitches and slip stitch into the starting
ch3. This round should be 13 open spaces separated by dc along each long side of the
purse, with 4 dc (including the ch3) total on each end.

7. Repeat the previous step, creating a second row of entirely open filet work.

8. Repeat the previous step, creating a third row of entirely open filet work.

9. Repeat the previous step, creating a fourth row of entirely open filet work.

10. Repeat the previous step, creating a fifth row of entirely open filet work.

11. Repeat the previous step, creating a sixth row of entirely open filet work.

12. Turn the work and slip stitch into the last dc made. Chain 3, dc in next dc. *(Chain
one, skip one dc and dc in next dc) 6 times; dc in next ch, dc in next dc;(chain one,
skip one dc and dc in next dc) 6 times; creating 6 open spaces, one closed, and 6 open.*
3 dc. Repeat instructions between **. Dc, slip in ch3.

13. Turn and slip in last dc. Ch3, dc in next dc. *(Ch1, sk1, dc) 5 times, 6dc, (ch1, sk1,
dc) 5 times.* 3dc. Rep. between **. Dc, slip in ch3.

14. Turn and slip in last dc. Ch3, dc in next dc. *(Ch1, sk1, dc) 4 times, 10dc, (ch1, sk1,
dc) 4 times.* 3dc. Rep. between **. Dc, slip in ch3.

15. Turn and slip in last dc. Ch3, dc in next dc. *(Ch1, sk1, dc) 3 times, 14dc, (ch1, sk1,
dc) 3 times.* 3dc. Rep. between **. Dc, slip in ch3.

16. Turn and slip in last dc. Ch3, dc in next dc. *(Ch1, sk1, dc) 2 times, 18dc, (ch1, sk1,
dc) 2 times.* 3dc. Rep. between **. Dc, slip in ch3.

17. Repeat previous step.

18. Repeat previous step, creating three identical rounds total.

19. Turn and slip in last dc. Ch3, dc in next dc. *(Ch1, sk1, dc) 2 times, 8dc, ch1, sk1,
dc, 8dc, (ch1, sk1, dc) 2 times.* 3dc. Rep. between **. Dc, slip in ch3.

20. Turn and slip in last dc. Ch3, dc in next dc. *(Ch1, sk1, dc) 3 times, 4dc, (ch1, sk1,
dc) 3 times, 4dc, (ch1, sk1, dc) 3 times.* 3dc. Rep. between **. Dc, slip in ch3.

21. Turn and slip in last dc. Ch3, dc in next dc. *(Ch1, sk1, dc) 13 times.* 3dc. Rep.
between **. Dc, slip in ch3.

22. Repeat previous step.

23. Repeat previous step, creating three total rows of entirely open filet work on top of the
heart pattern. Slip stitch in next dc (frst dc of this round).

24. Begin the handle: chain 3, turn, dc in next three stitches. These four dc (counting the
turning ch3) should line up with the column of four dc up the side of the bag.

25. Repeat (ch3, turn, dc in next two dc, dc in top of previous row’s ch3) until the handle
is the length you want—hold the working end of the handle against the far side of the
top of the bag to check length.

26. Sew or slip stitch the end of the handle to the 4dc on the opposite side of the bag;
weave in ends and you are done.
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Filet Chart

Note: you can easily sub in your favorite filet crochet block, so long as it is not more
than 13 pixels wide and 18 tall (with smaller blocks, add rows of all open cells to pad out to
13x18).

Photos

Detail photos of the heart motif and of the construction of the handle.
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